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Research Literature that is:

- Online
- Free of charge
- Free of most copyright and licensing restrictions
OERs

Open educational resources online and licensed for anyone to:

Reuse, Revise, Remix, & Redistribute
Licensing & Author Rights

Scholar's Copyright Addendum Engine

The Scholar's Copyright Addendum Engine will help you generate a PDF form that you can attach to a journal publisher's copyright agreement to ensure that you retain certain rights.

SHERPA/RoMEO

Creative Commons
Open Access Resources

ASU Libraries
Open Access Library Guide
libguides.asu.edu/openaccess


Google scholar

PubMed
www.pubmed.gov

PLoS
PUBLIC LIBRARY of SCIENCE

Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB)
http://www.doabooks.org/
Open Educational Resources

Open Education Library Guide
libguides.asu.edu/OpenEducation

Open Textbook Library
collegeopensetTextbooks.org

Coursera

OER Commons
openstax COLLEGE

MIT OpenCourseWare
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Integrating OA and OERs into Curriculum
Supporting Faculty Use & Creation of OA and OERs
Using & Supporting Open Access Resources

Students

Classes

Alumni

Community Partners

Top Health Research Databases

- **PubMed: Open Access!** The primary database of information in the medical and health sciences fields. Open access searching interface for 'Medline.' Includes references from all areas of health, allied health, medicine, nursing, nutrition, and biomedical sciences.

- **CINAHL:** Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature. Leading research from publications in the fields of nursing and allied health from 1982 to the present.

- **Cochrane Library:** Provides access to reliable information compiled by the Cochrane Collaboration, an international network of individuals and institutions committed to preparing, maintaining, and disseminating systematic, up-to-date reviews of the effects of health care.
Using & Supporting Open Access Resources

Getting Published Library Guide
libguides.asu.edu/gettingpublished

Faculty Researchers
Graduate Students

ASU Libraries Memberships
- BioMed Central
  - ASU Libraries have a Prepay Membership,
- Chemistry Central
  - ASU Libraries have a Prepay Membership,
- Hindawi Publishing Corporation
  - ASU Libraries have an institutional member
- Nucleic Acids Research
  - ASU Libraries have an institutional member
- PeerJ
  - PeerJ is an open access journal publishing
    ASU authors with a basic lifetime members
- SpringerOpen
  - ASU Libraries have a Prepay Membership,
  - Springer Open Choice journals.

Urichsweb has bibliographic and contact information on over 300,000 periodicals, books, newspapers, and databases.

Cabell's Directory of Publishing Opportunities identifies publishing opportunities in Business, Management, Marketing, Educational Curriculum and Methods, Education, and the Physical Sciences. It is a database of publishers and journals.

The Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) covers free, full-text scholarly journals. Not all journals do have article processing fees. However, many do. The ASU Libraries have a Prepay Membership for which they will reduce or cover article processing charges for ASU authors.

Note: as with any publishing opportunity, be wary of predatory publishers and predatory open access publishers. These are usually low-quality journals.

The Right to Research Coalition has a pamphlet: "Optimize Your Publication" which is applicable to anyone looking to publish.

For detailed information about journal impact and ranking, explore the Clarivate Analytics JCR. This provides an overview of journals in a particular field.

Eigentorfactor is another way to evaluate journals based on their impact and effectiveness. This feature allows us to compare the value per dollar that they provide. This feature allows us to compare the value per dollar that they provide.
Using Open Educational Resources
Promoting OA and OE

Resources
Getting Involved
Resources & In-Session Prep!

Join us at MLA 2014 for the in-person follow up to this and more flipped presentations!

Title: Building a Foundation for Lifelong Research: Emphasizing Open Access and Open Educational Resources in Allied Health Higher Education
Track: Structural Adjustments: Changes in Education
Date: Sunday, May 18, 2014
Time: 4:30 PM – 5:55 PM

Before the session:

Choose your favorite discussion topics or suggest new ones:
http://tinyurl.com/BuildingAFoundationMLA2014

Check out the Building a Foundation Google site:
https://sites.google.com/site/buildingafoundationmla2014/

- Share ideas for the in-person discussion - at the form above or on the Google site
- Get OA and OE resource lists
Images used in this presentation are all licensed with a Creative Commons license allowing for reuse with attribution:
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